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M. Antonelli, O. R. Blanco-Garcia, M. Boscolo, M. Iafrati, B. Ponzio, M. Ricci, M.
Rotondo

This work introduces a new proposal for a low–emittance muon accelerator (LEMMA) in which
muon beam is obtained from the e+ e− → µ + µ − annihilation process with positrons at the threshold energy of 45 GeV. The experimental test beam setup implemented to validate this concept is
presented together with preliminary results from the experimental data.
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Muon collider: the Low EMittance Muon Accelerator (LEMMA) approach

1. Muon Collider
Active discussions are ongoing about the next possible accelerator that would best complement or even replace the LHC as the main instrument for consolidating the present knowledge of
the Standard Model (SM) and searching for Beyond Standard Model (BSM) processes. The two
most discussed classes of such accelerators are hadron-hadron and electron-positron colliders, possessing either very high centre-of-mass energy or very clean collision environment respectively.
Given that we still do not have clear evidence for where the new physics could be found, the ideal
future discovery machine should possess both high energy reach for a direct observation of po(MC), thus providing the final
elements of scheme:
a Muon Accelerator
Classical
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capability of
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a nutshell,
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Figure 27: Functional elements of a Higgs Factory/Muon Collider complex
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originate from pion decays at the material surface can be produced at a very high intensity sufficient
for use in the cooling channel.
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3. Experimental
Here we discusssetup
specific facilities based on Fermilab’s infrastructure and integrated with the
stages of Project X. Based on the physics needs identified at the time, the facility could support

The experimental setup was designed to measure with high precision trajectories and momenta
of the two muons as well as direction of the incoming positrons. The layout of the setup43isofschemat56
ically shown in Fig. 3, with a right-handed coordinate system defined by the Z axis pointing in the
direction of the positron beam and X axis pointing in the µ − direction. It starts with the positron
beam passing through a plastic scintillator and a pair of silicon tracking sensors before hitting the
target measuring the direction and position of the positron beam on the target. The silicon sensors are 1.9 × 1.9 cm2 in size and provide 1D position measurements with a microstrip pitch of
50 µm [9]. Muon pairs produced in the target material pass through the vacuum beam pipe and
2
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the LEMMA experimental setup as used in the testbeam of August-September
2018. All the components of the setup are marked in the figure except for a sequence of silicon tracking
sensors (in blue) and plastic scintillators (in yellow) that were used for triggering of the data acquisition.

Downstream from the magnet the two muons diverge into two arms, which allows to reconstruct their momenta from the measured trajectories. In each arm a muon passes through three
layers of Si sensors followed by a calorimeter and by two layers of Drift Tube (DT) muon chambers. Silicon microstrip sensors positioned downstream from the target vary in size from 9.3 × 9.3
cm2 near the target to 18 × 18 cm2 in front of the DT chambers, with spatial resolution ranging
from 228 µm in the smaller sensors to 456 µm in the larger ones [10]. The silicon modules located
between the magnet and calorimeters have alternating orientations to provide measurements both
along the X and Y axes. Each DT chamber consists of four fixed layers of wires, providing ≤ 8 hits
in the Z-X plane in each arm. The expected spatial resolution along the X axis is about 150 µm.
Positrons are expected to deposit most of their energy in the calorimeter. Any eventual leakage
is to be absorbed by the iron shielding placed downstream such that only µ ± tracks were expected
to reach the DT chambers. The calorimeter consists of the lead-glass (PbWO4 ) section to measure
the deposited energy followed by the Cherenkov section to differentiate between electron and muon
tracks.
Finally a pair of plastic scintillators positioned after the 2-nd Si layer and behind the last DT
chamber in each arm serve as a trigger for the data acquisition system (DAQ) by requiring a coincidense between signals from all the scintillators in both arms and the scintillator at the positron
entrance point. The trigger signal was used to acquire data from the silicon sensors and calorimeters, while the DT chambers were using a completely independent trigger-less DAQ system, which
acquired data from all chambers every 25 ns. The trigger signal from scintillators was shared
between the two DAQ systems for synchronisation of events.

4. Analysis strategy
At the beginning of each testbeam campaign a series of calibration runs were recorded in
different configurations. In particular during the last campaign of September 2018 the following
calibration runs were recorded:
3
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• e+ beam at energies in range 16-28 GeV in steps of 2 GeV without target: for alignment of
the silicon modules and calibration of the calorimeters;
• same configuration but with a reversed magnetic field direction to obtain signals in the other
arm of the setup;
• µ + beam at energies of 22 GeV, 26 GeV and 30 GeV without target with the two opposite
magnetic field directions: for alignment of the calorimeters and DT muon chambers.

Table 1: Configurations of physics runs taken with the positron beam and cylindrical targets during the
testbeam campaign of September 2018.

e+ energy, GeV
45.0
46.5
49.0
45.0
45.0

Target material
Be
Be
Be
C
C

Length, mm
60
60
60
60
20

Diameter, mm
40
40
40
40
40

The process of interest in the analysis of physics runs is e+ e− → µ + µ − , which implies the
presence of two reconstructed muon tracks in the DT chambers and silicon modules. The reconstruction starts from the hits in muon chambers that are fitted by straight lines and then propagated
upstream towards the silicon detectors. The first assumption of muon momenta is done based on
the track position in the muon chambers, which is used to propagate the tracks to the first silicon
detector upstream the magnet with the circular track model. Linear extrapolation is then used to
propagate the muon tracks to the silicon module next to the target. Finally all hits are fitted again
to obtain the best estimate of the track momenta and angle in the bending X-Z plane. Candidate
events are selected if both µ + and µ − track fits converged.

5. Results
Following the reconstruction procedure described in the previous section, momenta of the two
muon tracks are obtained, which are combined to calculate the invariant mass of the muon pair
(mµ + µ − ), as shown in Fig. 4. The invariant mass distribution peaks at twice the muon mass, i.e.
around 212 MeV, as expected from the simulation.

6. Conclusions
While a Muon Collider is a very promising option for a future high-energy collider, it has a
number of challanges, one of which is the production of muon beams with very low emittance. For
4
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The calibration runs with positron beams without target were also used to ensure that no tracks are
registered by the DT chambers, as confirmed by the analysis of the recorded data.
Physics runs were recorded with the positron beam impinging on a cylindrical target in several
different configurations, varying the positron beam energy as well as target material and dimensions, as summarised in Table 1.
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the first time the new LEMMA concept has been implemented experimentally using the CERN SPS
as a positron source. Although several technical difficulties led to a limited statistical precision of
this measurement, consistency with detailed simulation of the detector setup has been achieved. By
using more accurate tracking devices and more efficient trigger and readout systems such a setup
can be used for a study of the LEMMA scheme at high precision.
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Figure 4: Reconstructed momentum of the positively charged muon track (left) and invariant mass of the
reconstructed muon pair (right) compared to the corresponding distributions simulated with MC. Data and
simulation are normalised to unit area.

